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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
The Stars Belong To Everyone

The other day someone asked me if you needed a telescope in

order to go to one of our observing sessions. Needles s t o say I was

taken aback, so in this column I want to strong J.y emphasize that:

To attend an observing session you do not have to own a telescope.

One of the principle reasons for holding a group star party is to

allow those without telescopes to do some observing through some of

the telescopes owne d by other members. A t star parties, telescopes

almost become communal property, with everyone flitting about from

one scope to another, seeing what this person is looking at , checking

out how this scope works, etc. S o even if you do not have your own .

instrument, there's always one available for use, and someone willing

to share their eyepiece with a friend.

To attend an observing session you do not have to have an

extensive knowledge of the sky. True , at any session there are always

a few who know the sky backwards and who can amaze you by finding

NGC 5194 i n no time flat! Bu t don't be intimidated by these show-offs!

An observing session i s a good opportunity to see first-hand many of

the objects you see so often pictured in astronomy text s - objects

that you might not be able to locate yourself. Bu t with the assist-

ance of those present you, too, could be on the way to learning th e

sky. Al l you need to do is ask someone!

To attend an observing session you do not have to be an active

observer, or even have any desire to be an active observer. Thi s is

probably the most important point. W e realize not everyone wants to

track down all 110 Messier objects, spending the rest of his or her
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i
life gazing at fuzzy blobs in the night sky. No t everyone gets his

jollies staring at a guidestar for an hour! But even if your interest

in astronomy is primarily in reading about the subject, we think an

observing session (even just one) would be a  pleasant change of w

pace. Sta r parties are fun - try one, you'll like it! W e don't

expect to turn everyone into avid Buck Mountaineers, but it would be

nice to see a few new faces out under the starry skies.

You don't have to be a regular attendee of the Observer's Corner

to attend an observing sessions. I f you attend a star party, either

as a new member, a novice observer, or armchair astronomer, you'll

be made welcome. W e guarantee it - or your money back! However ,

please don't show up at a star party with floodlights, loud stereos,

rabid Doberman Pinschers and other annoying distractions. Yo u will

definitely be considered a nuisance then. All you need to bring to a

star party is your love of the night sky, and lots of warm clothing.

You do not have to have your own car to attend an observing

session. Fo r the Buck Mtn. sessions for example, we meet at the

Southgate Shopping Centre. I f you can get there by bus, someone will

be able to give you a ride from there. Yo u might even be able to

get a ride back! Hcw' s that for generosity? Fo r the Ellerslie and ̂ p

Lowe Obs. sessions, please phone Mark Leenders at 437-7410 - he'll

do his best to arrange a ride for you with someone else from your

area. Don' t be afraid to phone Mark; he' s really a nice person.

(If you live in areas like Mill Woods, St. Albert, etc. please have

a little patience with us; findin g a ride is not always easy.)

Elsewhere in this issue you'll find details on some of the

observing sessions planned for the next few weeks. There' s a lot of

them - inevitably, som e will get clouded out. Bu t at the ones that
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do work out we would like to see not only the active observers re-

presented, but also a good showing from a lot of new members, non-

v ^ observin g types, and older members - ones who have been in the Centre

for several years (a quarter of a century even!) and who simply haven't

been as active in the Centre lately as we would like to see. Th e

activities are there (the back page is filled with them); t o enjoy

them all you need to do is be there.

Alan Dyer 

P.S.; A s a postscript, we might add that one of our most active and

knowledgeable observers, our Observing Chairperson Mark Leenders,

doesn't even own a telescope himself. An d yet, even with this hand-

icap he has recently completed observations of all 110 Messier objects.

ED/TOR'S MESSAG E
Well, despite a slight size problem, I hope everyone enjoyed the

eclipse centerfold that appeared last month. Th e price was right, the

experience was illuminating and the end product was not bad for a

first effort. Thank s t o Alan Dyer and Ted Cadien for slaving over

that item and a special thank you to Alan who tenderly centered and

stapled all 300 copies of Aprils' STARDUST!

Speaking of prices - how many of you noticed that the price went

up! (Yes , Stew, I know you noticed). I t is, however, the first

price rise for single copy or yearly subscription in more than four

years. Wh y now? Well , storage costs at H.M. Royal Mail House have

risen and so have been passed on to those of us who use the mails. A

standard-sized STARDUST (lik e this month's) costs 15< ? (3rd class) or

25c (1st class) nowadays which means I would lose money at the old

subscription rates. Hopefully , I can absorb the next rate increase
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or two without again raising prices.

There is a possibility of a double meeting in June — mayb e June

8 AND 11. I n order to let you know, STARDUST must be out by June 1.

Therefore, PLEASE try and have all articles for the June issue in to

me by the May 1 4 meeting. Thanks .

Paul Deans

PLANETARIUM NEW S
As described elsewhere in this issue, STARNIGHT "7 9 has come

and gone. I t was, without question, one of the best since it was

revived in 1976. I  would like to thank, on behalf of the Planetarium ,

all R.A.S.C. members who turned out to lend a hand. I  especially

want to thank Rod McConnell who on very short notice, managed to

produce the videocassette of Jupiter from Voyager 1 that was such a

hit in the display area.

Speaking of displays, most of you have probably already seen the

prints of Jupiter and its moons. Thes e display photos are mostly

Clbachrome prints (13 out of 16) from slides provided by Terry

Dickinson. Othe r small prints (of which 3 were used in the display)

came courtesy of Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California ,

(as did the short film of Voyager's approach to Jupiter). Man y other

visuals of Jupiter can be seen in our mini-show "Jupite r from Voyager

1" now playing i n the Star Theatre.

The main programme that follows the Jupiter mini-show i s "New

Worlds Are Coming". I  suppose it could have been called "Ne w Worlds

Are Returning" since it is basically the same show that played in the

Star Theatre in the spring of 1976. Th e first half of the show deals

with speculations on space travel from Lucien of Samosata to
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Leonardo Da Vinci, Jules Verne and others. Th e final 20 minutes

looks at what might happen after the Space Shuttle is in operation.

The ending takes place far in the future when humanity receive s its

comeuppance. Th e programme continues until June 24. Tw o days later,

"Summer Starlight" opens for its second summer run.

By mid-May, the Education Director's position will be filled,

Janet Couch, having just completed her MSc at the University o f

Alberta, will take over the delightful task of providing entertainment

and education to the 26,000 plus school children who visit us each

Year.

Paul Deans

CENTRE NEWS
STARNIGHT "79: W e are very pleased to announce tha t this year's

STARNIGHT was a  tremendous success.' Approximatel y 1000 people were

in attendance over both nights and were able to view the moon,

Jupiter, Saturn, and a few deep-sky objects through about a dozen

telescopes, including th e Smith 12-inch an d the Planetariums's

14-inch Celestron. Th e skies were plagued by intermittent cloud and

haze, and it would have been nice had it been a few degrees warmer,

but on the whole we cannot complain about the weather, considering

that some more easterly provinces that weekend were experiencin g

near-winter and'blizzard conditions. Beside s th e telescopes set up

in the park, people a t this year's STARNIGHT wer e treated to a

beautiful display of Jupiter/Voyager photos, including a  videotape

of the brief but breath-taking Voyager time-lapse approach film. A

selection of eclipse photos from various members were also on exhibit,

Many STARNIGHT'ers also took advantage of the free Planetarium
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mini-shows. Outside , the film "Universe" was shown on the outdoor

screen several times each evening„

This year, the principle publicity for STARNIGHT consisted

of news releases issue d by the RASC to all the various media

outlets (about 50 in total). W e also had posters around the

University campus, downtown, and in each of the library branches .

We also had two 3-minute TV spots on CH..13 EECC. shown at ir-

regular intervals throughou t the two weeks before STARNIGHT. Man y

thanks to Rod McConnell and Mark Lipovsky (of EECC) for arranging

these. Thi s publicity, combined with the advertising provided

by Parks and Recreations, was possibly the most extensive

promotion o f a STARNIGHT fo r several years. Th e effectiveness

of the publicity certainly was apparent in the attendance fig -

ures (bes t so far since STARNIGHT was revived). Imagin e if it

had been perfectly clear and + I5°l

During the evenings of STARNIGHT, Christine Kulyk faithfully

"personed" our RASC Info. Desk , handing out R.A.S.C. Merfber-

ship applications an d Astro-Photography Seminar Registration

forms left, right and center. W e also sold over two dozen

Eclipse Slide sets as well. Man y thanks to all the people who

contributed to STARNIGHT and helped make it the success it was.

Now, how about a lunar eclipse STARNIGHT in September?

So what if the eclipse occurs at 4 AM?!

ECLIPSE SLID E SETS: A s announced in last month's STARDUST ,

a set of 4 eclipse slides has been prepared by the Centre. Th e

price is $3.00, with the profits going to the Observing Site

Fund. Th e Slide Sets will be available at up-coming Observer's

Corners and General Meetings, as well as at the Astro-Photography
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Seminar. The y make a fine souvenir item, great for friends and

relatives. Th e quality of the slide dupes is extremely good we

might add.

BY-ELECTION RESULTS : A t the April 9 General Meeting, the following

people were elected to the Council of the Edmonton Centre for the

positions of Councillors: Dav e Beale, Dave Belcher, Stew Krysko,

Andrew Lowe, and Lori Walton. I n the absence of nominations from

the floor, these 5 people were elected by a,cclaimation. Our Council

is composed of the elected positions called for by our new By-Laws.

FUNDING VOTE FOR SHOPPING CENTRE DISPLAYS: Als o at the April 9

General Meeting, the expenditure of up to $700.00 was authorized

for the purposes of constructing and maintaining a travelling

astronomical exhibit, provided at least 50% of the funds ($350.00)

could be reimbursed to the Centre from a grant from an outside source.

This was our first "Centre Expenditure" as defined by our new By-Laws

and the procedure worked quite smoothly. I n future, all major

expenditures will require the vote of those present at a general

meeting, plus 30 days notice.

The purchase of materials for the displays will begin immediate-

_̂ ly , and we have applied to the National office for a grant from the

Special Projects Fund for $350.00.

OBSERVING AT DEVON: O n Wednesday, March 21, several members of the

Shopping Centre. Display group, hosted by Gary Finley, spent an

evening observing with the U.of A. 50-cm telescope. Th e evening was

to be a trial run for some Astro-Photography sessions t o be held on

the following weekend. Th e group wanted to acquire some deep-sky

photos for the Displays, Th e weekend turne d out to be cloudy, but

the trial run night, though cloudy at the outset, became quite clear

after 9:00 PM or so. N o photography was attempted—the group simply
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Observed, and with the profusion of deep-sky objects In the spring

skies, why not?

The spiral arms in M51 were outstanding at 250X, dust lanes In

galaxies like NGC4565 and M108 stood out with photographic clarity,

the "owl eyes" of M97 were clearly seen, as well as the double-

ring structure of the Clown Face Nebula, NGC 2392 in Gemini. Th e

Black-Eye Galaxy looked like the Black-Eye Galaxy, and even elusive,

objects like M83 were easy to see, (once you found them!). Remember ,

this is all with a 20-inch telescope at F/8. Needles s t o say,

everyone was suitably impressed!

PLOTTING THE ECLIPSES: Andre w Lowe, our resident expert in things

mathematical and computational, has devised a computer program

for plotting the paths for future solar eclipses. H e has

prepared maps containing th e paths of several interestin g

eclipses over the next few decades, plotted with a high degree

of accuracy. I n Kenya, for example, Totality for the Feb.16,

1980 eclipse lasts only a few seconds short of the maximum for

that eclipse, 4m085. Th e altitude of the sun will be 75°, hig h

in the south-east.

The annular eclipse of May, 1984 will have 11 seconds of

annularity, just short of being a total eclipse. It s path

moves up th^ south-east U.S., with Atlanta, Georgia right on the

centre-line. Ne w Orleans lies just south of the path by a few

kilometers. There'l l be a hot market for welding filters for that

one! Th e total eclipse of July, 1991 i s awesome. Th e entire

island of Hawaii is the path, with Maul to the north falling

just outside the northern limit. An d what is on the Big Islan d

of Hawaii? Maun a Kea, of course. On e of world's foremost
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observatory installations lies just 7 km. north of the centre-line.

The observatory base camp at Hale Pohaku (alt. 2700 m) is

3 km. south of the centre-line. Th e altitude of the sun at

eclipse time is 27°, approximately what it was for the Feb. 26

eclipse in Southern Manitoba. Jus t imagine the giant Tuthill

solar filter they'll have to order for the CFHT! 12 sq. meters

of aluminized mylar, please! However , the same eclipse also is

visible in Mexico, where totality is near maximum and:is over 6m.

The path crosses th e southern tip of Baja California; and at

Tuxpan, near the west coast of Mexico, the sun's altitude at eclipse

time is 90°! Mexic o cit y is 20 km north of the centre-line, and

nearby is Teotihuacan th e pre-Aztec city which contains the

famous Pyramids of the Sun and Pyramid of the Moon. Wha t a

fantastic photograph that would make!

Looking further ahead, major cities along the path of the

2017 tota l eclipse are: Salem , Oregon; Lincoln, Nebraska; the

suburbs of Kansas City; St. Louis, Missouri; Nashville, Tennessee;

and Columbia, South Carolina. I n 2024, the path of totality includes

San Antonio and Dallas, Texas; Little Rock, Arkansas; Indianapolis,

Indiana; and Cleveland,Ohio in the U.S. I n Canada, Hamilton and

Montreal are right on the northern limits. Toronto lies just outside

the path.

For more information on the circumstances of up-coming eclipses,

call Andrew Lowe at

VISITING CALGARY: O n March 26, Dave Beale, while on business in

Calgary, attended the Council meeting of the Calgary Centre, RASC

and learned of their current progress in constructing an Observing

Site and Astronomical displays for their Centre. O n April 19, Dave
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Belcher and Alan Dyer were the featured speakers at the Calgary Centre

General meeting. Thei r topic was of course, Hawaii and Mauna Kea,

complete with macadamia nuts imported at great expense from the .

islands.

Alan Dyer

(Editors note: Sinc e Andrew Lowe has kindly provided the Planetariu m

with a copy of his eclipse results, maps showing th e path of

totality will, from time to time, appear in STARDUST.)

G A NEWS
This is a final reminder to everyone considering enterin g

the Observing Competitio n of the 1979 R.A.S.C. General Assembl y

in London: Th e deadline fo r entries is May 1, 1979. Th e rules

and categories were printed in the April edition of "STARDUST".

Entry forms are available fro m Centre Secretary, Ivan Rogers, or

from Centre President, Alan Dyer. Entr y forms will also be

available at up-coming Observer's Corners . Fo r further information ,

or for an entry form, phone Alan at .

If you are submitting an entry and will not be able to attend

the London General Assembly in person, contact Alan. H e will

arrange to have your entry transported to London by one of the

Centre members who are going to the G.A. (Please, no gigantic

display boards—please restrict your entry to a small package ,

easily stored in luggage—a print or prints, slides, a report

book, sketches, etc.) Let' s make thi s year the Edmonton Centre

sweeps the competition categories—we hav e the photos etc in

sufficient quality and quantity—all we need to do is ENTER them!

Alan Dye r
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MERTON STREE T NEW S
An occasional column containing news from the National Council of

the R.A.S.C, based at the R.A.S.C.'s National Office, 124 Merton

Street, Toronto. (Th e following are highlights of the National

Council meeting held in Winnipeg on Feb. 25, 1979, chaired by

John Percy.)

Customs Duty on Telescopes; A t recent tariff board hearings acros s

Canada, the Edmonton Centre, London Centre, Vancouver Centre and

the National Secretary, Norman Green, all made presentations

requesting the lifting of customs duty on telescope equipment.

Norman Green notes, ^'Members of the Board... seemed sympathetic

to our position, particularly concerning lifting of tariff on

Telescope-making equipment , but appeared, not so sympathetic concern-

ing manufactured optical equipment." A  final decision on a new

tariff structure is still forth-coming.

Moncton Centre; Joh n Percy, President of the R.A.S.C., reported

that the proposed Moncton Centre had dissolved due to lack of

volunteers and leadership.

Report from the Editor of the R.A.S.C. Journal: Lloy d Higg s

reported that the 1978 costs for printing the Journal, Newsletter

and Annual Report appear to be about 7% over budgeto Estimate s

of costs for 1979 would be very uncertain at this time as the

size of our National Research Council grant is not yet known. Th e

supply of manuscripts fo r publications in the Journal is steady

but still does not allow any "Stock-piling" o f material,, Consider -

able discussion resulted with respect to the cost of the Journal

and its role in the society's publications. I n general, support

for the Journal was expressed, although concern was also expressed,
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about its cost.

The RoAsS.C., Observer's Handbook; After considerable discussio n

the request from one Toronto-based publisher for the exclusive

rights to purchase the Handbook at a bulk rate of $2.00 per copy

was rejected by the council„ I t was agreed that the question of

discount rates to large distributors o f the Handbook would be

reviewed at the next Council meeting, so would the retail price of

the Handbook.

The National Newsletter; A  general target of 16 pages per issue is

in mind, according to the N.N.L. editor, Frank Shinn, although the

next issue (April) will be restricted to 12 pages to provide some

pad for the upcoming ones. Th e June issue will likely concentrat e

on reports on the eclipse.

Grant to the Quebec Centre: Th e Council approved a grant from the

Northcott Fund of $400.00 to the Quebec Centre to subsidize the

estimated costs of publishing several widely-distributed French -

language astronomical almanacs.

CBC Access Programme; Th e Council approved a request from the London

Centre to apply for air time on behalf of the R.A.S.C. on the CBC's

Access Programme in order to advertise R.A.S.C. activities.

Salary of the Executive Secretary: Th e Council decided to increase

the salary of the R.A.S.C. Executive Secretary by 10% .

The Funding of Exchange Speakers between Centres; Ala n Dyer,

representing the Edmonton Centre, presented a proposal whereby

Centres could receive a grant from the National Office to under-

write the costs of exchanging speakers between Centres. Th e

proposal sparked considerable interest, and the Council approved

the proposal in principle. Th e Finance Committee is now preparing
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a statement for the next Council meeting on the feasibility of

Funding the exchange programme.

A Proposed By-Law Amendment: A  representative of the Vancouver

9 Centr e proposed a By-Law Amendment which would require the Centres

to remit to the National Office 50% o f the Fees collected from

each member, instead of the present 60%0 • The Council decided not

to pursue this proposal at this .time.

The 1979 R.A.S_.C. National Budget; Lloyd Higgs, member of the budget

Committee, presented to the Council an estimated budget for R.A.S.C.

revenue and expenses for 1979. I n brief, the total revenue to the

Society for 1979 is estimated to be $104,590. Th e total expenses

of the Society for 1978 is estimated to be $104,450, leaving a

surplus of $140 (J).

Expected major sources of revenue are as follows: $17,00 0

from Centre membership fees; $9,800 from individual membership fees ;

$7,500 Govn't of Can. grant; $1,500 Govn't of Ontario grant;

$36,000 sale of Handbooks; $18,000 from Journal subscriptions,
•

page charges, sale of offprints, etc.; $11,000 from interest .

The major expenses expected for 1979 are as follows: $17,500 for

A printin g of Obs. Handbook; $30.800 printing of Journal; $8,200

printing of Newsletter; $3000 postage; $16,000 salaries; $8,500

office rent; $1500 office supplies, etc.

In a recent communication with national office, I received, upon

request, an interesting set of statistics. Thes e consisted of the

membership figures for the past 20 years for the R.A.S.C. as a whole

and for the Edmonton Centre in particular. O f course, one cannot .

resist turning a column of raw figures into a graph, and this I have
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done, revealing the following strang e and wiggly lines. Notic e the

rather frightening dips in membership in the early to middle '70's.

Both curves are somewhat similar, and both show the tremendous boom

in interest in astronomy ove r the past 2 or 3 years. Eve n more

curious, however, is the fact that the National membership was at a

low ebb in 1975 - 76. Th e last sunspot minimum was in June 1976.

The last sunspot cycle peaked in the late 60's, which represented the

last boom in membership for both the R.A.S.C. and Edmonton Centre.
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With the current sunspot cycle expected to reach a very high maximum

in October of this year (1979), membership in the R.A.S.C. is

experiencing another boom. Coul d this be just a coincidence o f

numbers?? (Fournie r analysis anyone? )

Alan Dyer

National Council Rep.
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ASTRONOMY UPDATE
Recent Results of Research i n Astronomy

Cygnus X-l remains the best candidate for a black hole, but others

exist including Circinus X-l and GX339-4. Observation s of the latter

with instruments on HEAO 1 reveal "aperiodic variability on time scales

of ten s of milliseconds t o a few seconds". Abou t 15-percent of the

source power output appears in the form of flares with durations of

order 1 second. Ofte n several flares appear in succession in an

almost periodic fashion. Th e time-scale of the variations places

limits on the spatial-scale of the underlying object (s ) and leads one

to conclude that the underlying source is a collapsed star . I n con-
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trast to Cyg X-l and Cir X-l, there is as yet no evidence that GX339-4

is a binary.

(Nature 278, 434, 29 March 1979 )
~ ~  ^

The well-known quasar 3C273 is a known X-ray source . Onl y two

other quasars have been found throug h their X-radiation: 2251-17 8

and 4U0241+61 (=• 0241+622). Al l three are relatively very bright in

the visible spectrum, have low redshifts, and are the brightest

quasars in the infrared part of the spectrum.

(Nature 278, 231 , 15 March 1979 )

One of the major problems in theoretical astrophysics is the

small flux of solar neutrinos. Beyon d the fact that the observed

flux is at least five times smaller than that expected from theoretical

models of the Sun, little is known about this feature of the Sun.

There is now evidence that the solar neutrino flu x varies in a

more-or-less regular fashion with a period of just over two years.

Furthermore, solar activity as manifest by sunspots shows a small

amplitude variation with the same period, this variation being super -

posed on the much more prominent 11 year cycle variations .

(Nature 278, 146, 8 March 1979 )

D. Hube ,

SOL ///
It so often happens in astronomy tha t when some important

astronomical discovery is made, other astronomers will check old

observations to look for previously overlooked example s of the new

phenomenon. A  case in point is the recent confirmation of the dis-

covery of a satellite to the minor planet 532 Herculina b y J.H .

McMahon last year. Check s of photometric observations of several
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other minor planets has turned up other similar anomalous sightings

in which the occulted sta r dims before and after the passage of the

main body of the asteroid. On e particularly interesting event occured

^ on 6 February, 1973 when 2 Pallas occulted BD + 2°2913. Definit e

occultations of the star by Pallas (approximatel y 540 kilometers i n

diameter) were observed in Boulder, Colorado, and Calgary, Alberta,

even though their separation perpendicular to the path was 1400

kilometers. Thes e confusing data can now be' explained as due to a

minor satellite which occulted the star at Calgary; othe r puzzling

aspects of the event indicate that the star was double.

(Science, Vol. 203, No. 4383, pp. 903-905.)

The largest stony meteorite in the world which fell over Kirin

Province in China three years ago (see STARDUST Summer , 1976) is now

being made available fo r study worldwide. Chines e scientists have

sent samples of the meteorite to geochemists and physicists throughout

the world to "strengthen friendship and promote academic exchanges".

The first recepients Include Birmingham University in England which

received a 50 gram fragment and Harold Urey of the University of

California. Meanwhil e th e Chinese hav e carried out their own analyses

^ of the meteorite and have reported discovering a number of amino acids.

(New Scientist. Vol. 81, No. 1145, p. 751.)

Anthony Whyte

50 &  10 0 YEARS  AG O
May, 1929:

"The May Scientific American contains an account by Prof. H.N.

Russell of the very delicate measures of stellar heat made by Messrs.

E. Pettit and S.B. Nicholson with the 100-inch reflector at Mount
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Wilson. Th e wires of the thermocouple are about one-thousandth of an

inch in diameter and weigh 1/60 0 o f a grain. Betelgeus e is the star

that gives us the most heat, but even this only raises the temperature

of the wire on which i t falls by 1/60 o f a degree, and produces a ̂ —

current of one seven-millionth o f an ampere. This , however, suffice s

to move the spot of light reflected from the mirror of the galvano-

meter through 18 inches. Som e stars invisible to the naked eye give

a measurable displacement. Th e next in order after Betelgeuse are

Antares, Sirius, Canopus, Gamma Crucis, Arcturus, Alpha Herculis,

Aldebaran, Mira at its maximum. I t is noted that a very red star, •

such as Alpha Herculis, send s us 50 times as much heat as a white star

of the same visual magnitude, in spite of the fact that the surface

temperature of the first is only 2300 , that of the second being 6000 . "

May, 1879 :

"On August 20th Venus, then at her greatest brilliancy, an d so

of crescent form, will occulted by the moon, which i s also a narrow

crescent at the time. Th e phenomenon would be one of much interest

were it not that it is visible i n a dark sky, only in the South

Atlantic. I f we calculate for the Royal Observatory, Cape of Good

Hope, we find that the immersion takes place at 8h. 44m. mean time, t

but th e planet will have set about five minutes previously, and in

other parts of the South African Colonies, th e occultation is

similarly invisible. A t St. Helena there will be no occultation."

Edited fro m Nature.
-- -i -

Anthony Whyte



OBSERVING NOTE S
Mercury: Althoug h situated low in the east before sunrise, it is

difficult to see.

Venus: Rise s in the east one hour before the sun.

Mars: I s barely visible low in the east just before sunrise .

Jupiter: I n Cancer, it is high in the south-west at sunset.

Saturn: I n Leo, it is due south at sunset.

During May, watch for: Jupite r 4 Nort h of the Moon on the 3rd

and the 30th; Mercur y 2° North of Mars on the 5th; Satur n 3 Nort h

of the Moon on the 6th; Venus 1.1 Sout h of Mars on the 20th; and both

Mars and Venus 3 Nort h of the Moon on the 23rd.

A 'slow' nova has been reported in Vulpecula at R.A. 20 hrs 19 rain

and DEC. 21° 25*. ( A slow nova being one that takes quite a while to

reach maximum.) I t is presently at approximately 8th magnitude and

seems to be'still brightening. Pau l Deans

UPCOMING
May General Meeting: Thi s month's G.M. is on Monday, May 14 at the

Queen Elizabeth Planetarium. Startin g at 7:30 P.M. ther e will be a

half-hour "Observer's Corner" hosted by Mark Leenders which will

feature observing highlights for the coming month. I f you cannot make

it to the Sunday afternoon Observer's Corners, this short added

attraction at th e General Meetings should help to fill you in on what

to observe and how to observe it. S o come early!

At 8:00 P.M. , the main meeting programme gets underway. Th e

featured speaker will be Dr. Clifford Anger of the University of

Calgary. Dr . Anger is our annual exchange speaker from the Calgary
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Centre. Hi s topic is: "Auror a on Earth and Elsewhere." Dr . Anger

is associated with the Jet Propulsion Lab and is involved in the de-

sign of the "Galileo" Jupiter Orbiter Probe, scheduled for launch in

1982. H e is assisting in the design of experiments for the detection

of aurora ar'ound Jupiter. I n fact, we are told he may have some

up-to-date information fo r us on the Voyager discoveries of Jovain

auroral activities. Al l in all, it sounds like a fascinating topic .

We are all too familiar with displays of northern lights, since they

sometimes plague an otherwise suitabl e night for deep-sky observing.

But if we have to live with aurora, we might as well learn more about

them! Pleas e be sure to attend - whenever we have an exchange

speaker from another Centre, its always nice to see a good turnout.

Observer's Corners: Th e dates for up-coming Observer's Corner s

are: Ma y 13, May 27, and June 10. AL L are Sundays, the meeting

starting at 1:30 P.M . Th e location is the 4th floor, Physics Bldg.,

University of Alberta, (Room 445). Us e the West Entrance to the

Physics Bldg., which is located just south of Saskatchex^an Drive.

The topics are:

May 13 - "Gadgets and Wrinkles", a group discussion of the use-

fulness (o r lack of it) of many currently available astronomical

gadgets and telescope accessories. Brin g your gadgets and opinions

of them !

May 27 - "Meteor Observing", Mark Zalcik, our in-house meteor

expert will talk on the systematic observation of meteor showers,

and on how to analyze the data. Mar k won a substantial prize at the

1977 General Assembly for his work on meteor observations.

June 10 - "Atmospheric Phenomena", Karen Finstad will enlight-

en us on the physical processes at work behind various phenomena in
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the upper atmosphere.

We remind everyone that the Observer's Corners are open to all

R.A.S.C. members and guests - not just to people with expensive tele-

"*" scopes , not just to University students , not just to people with no-

thing better to do on Sunday afternoons. (!)

Group Observing Session; A t the April General Meeting we announc-

ed the April 20 & 27 sessions at the Ellerslie Observatory and April

21 & 28 sessions at Buck Mountain. B y the time you read this, those

sessions will have come and gone, with we trust, a good deal of success.

Coming up in May and early June, the following session s ar e planned:

Friday, May 4 and Saturday, May 5 - Ellerslie Observatory - meet

at the Site after sunset. Thes e will be primarily lunar and planetary

observing sessions, centred around Tony Whyte's 8" refractor. Frida y

May 18 and Friday, May 25 - Lowe Observatory, Ardrossan - meet at the

Lowe acreage after sunset. Thes e two weekends are dark-of-the-moon

weekends. Saturday , May 19 and Saturday, May 26 - Buck Mountain ,

near Breton, Alberta - meet at the North-west corner of the Southgate

Shopping Centre Parking Lot at 7:30 P.M. both nights. W e will drive

in convoy to Buck Mountain, an approx. 90 minute drive to the best

V skie s possible within the driving distance. Friday, June 1 and Sat-

urday, June 2 - Ellerslie Observator y - meet at the Site after sun-

set. Thes e will be lunar and planetary sessions. W e will attempt to

sight Uranus and Neptune since these are near opposition.

Directions t o Sites; T o get to the Ellerslie Observatory, driv e

south on Hwy 2, turn right (west) at the Ellerslie Road intersection.

Go 2 miles west, turn left and go south 2 miles. Tur n right at the

"Hornbeck" mailbox. Driv e into the yard about 1 block's distance.

The Observatory is at the end of the driveway.
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To get to the Lowe Observatory, drive east on Hyw 16. Driv e 4

miles past the "Ardrossan" overpass. Tur n left (North) at the

Provincial Weigh Scales. Driv e north for 4̂ 2 miles. Tur n right at ^

the Lowe mailbox. Pul l into the yard down to the end of the drive-

way. (Map s showing ho w to get to these Sites were printed in the

January STARDUST). T o get to Buck Mountain, simply show up at the

Southgate Shopping Centre and follow someone who knows the way! I f

you do not have your own transportation, give Mark Leenders a call

at 437-7410 and he will do his best to arrange a ride for you with

someone from your area. For the Buck Mountain sessions, simpl y sho w

up at Southgate (a number of bus routes converge there) and someon e

will offer you a ride to the Site. B e prepared to stay out late and

to stay warm! I f the weather on any of these nights in question looks

doubtful, give Mark a call for a final decision on whether o r not the

observing sessio n is going ahead. There' s lots of sessions planned,

so mark them on your calendar now! Everyon e is welcome, with or with-

out telescopes .

Alan Dyer

CENTRE AWARDS
Center Awards

The November, 1979 annual banquet of the Edmonton Centre will be

the occasio n a t which our own centre awards will be distributed. I f

appropriate candidates are found, a winner may be chosen for each of

the following:

OBSERVER OF THE YEAR AWARD: Fo r anyone who has demonstrated out-

standing achievements in the area of observational astronomy. Award -

ed at the discretion of the President and Observing Chairperson .
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ASTROPHOTOGRAPHER OF THE YEAR AWARD: Fo r anyone who has demonstrated

outstanding achievements in the area of astronomical photography.

^, Awarde d by Council.

PRESIDENT'S AWARD: Fo r anyone making outstanding contributions in

time and effort in service to the Centre and to the R.A.S.C., or to

the popularization and advancement of astronomy in general.

Awarded by Council.

This year it will not be necessary fo r candidates to apply for

these prizes; nominatio n and selection will be performed by council .

In order to do this, the council must be made aware of your

astronomical activities , so come on out to the Observer's Corner and

the General Meetings, and let the rest of the club know what you're

doing.

Another award, the MESSIER CERTIFICATE, will be available to

members who have LOCATED, ON THEIR OWN, all of the objects in Messier's

list. Application s for Messier certificates will be available at the

June general meeting.

Mark Leenders

^ FOR SALE
Carl Wetzlar 80 mm Refractor. Al l accessories included. Price is

$350. and that is firm. I f interested, please phone

CONTEST
Oh, I'm so excited...it's CONTEST TIME. That' s right folks ,

a contest to help someone in need. Yo u see, Stew Krysko has just

acquired a van (he robbed a bank). No w he doesn't need a name for

his van, since some people already figure that it should be called
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the R.A.S.C. Edmonton Centre Bus (which is unfair because if Stew is

busy transporting people and telescopes all over the place, when wil l

he ever have time to use the special accessories that came with the A

van?). No , what is needed is a 'handle' for Stew. Th e van came

with a CB, and as everyone knows, the operator needs a name or handle

before hitting the airwaves. SO...thin k of a good 'starry' handle

for Stew and his CB. I t has to be clean (sort-of) and I think it

should have some astronomical context. Pleas e submit all entries to

Stew on or before the May meeting, and he'll pick one (maybe). Firs t

(and only) prize: A  one-way tri p to Buck Mountain with Kamikaze Krysk o

at the wheel!

ECLIPSE
If you really want to go, BOOK NOW! Keny a Tours are filling up

FAST! Th e following is a partial list of tours and approximate

prices with addresses and phone numbers of tour operators. HURRY!!! !

East African Travel Consultants, 33 Bloor Street East, Suite 206,
Toronto Ont M4W 3H1 416-967-0067. KENYA : 1 8 days, $2575 total; 15
days, $2400 total. TANZANIA : 1 8 days, $2700 total , INDIA : 1 8 days,
$1740; 25 days, $2780 total.

Assiniboine Trave l Service, 219-818 Portage Avenue, Winnipeg Manitoba. >̂
Toronto/Zurich/Nairobi and other Kenyan spots/Zurich/Toronto; $2400
Approximately

Lindblad Travel Inc, 133 East 55 Street, New York, NY, 10022. .four to
India with various side trips. N o cost stated on brouchure.

Do check with Sky & Telescope, they often carry ads for eclipse

tours. Th e problem is that February is peak tourist season in East

Africa so there is not much hotel space available to begin with.

Paul Deans & Alan Dyer

PS AL L PRICES ARE CANADIAN FUND S AND ARE ONLY APPROXIMAT E
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STARPUST
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c/o Queen Etizabith P£ane-£oAium

Co/uwatton Patik
Edmortton, A£beA£a

NEXT GENERA L MEETIN G

Mat/ /4, 1979 @ S:00  pm
Queen Elizabeth

Speake/i: P/i. C£x($(5oA.d AngeA.

Topic-' "AuAo/ui on EaAth  an d
NOTE : At 7 : 30 The/ie wict£ be a

Ob4eA,ve4'4 Co-'meA dealing with
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OBSERVING SESSIONS
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